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A B S T R A C T

With the increasing demand for energy consumption in domestic buildings and consequent CO2 emission, there is
a need to provide proper products to reduce energy loss. Domestic radiators for space heating can be improved by
using a Compact Latent Heat Storage (CLHS) unit mounted on the wall side surface in order to offer energy saving
and peak-shaving. The unit offers the potential to save otherwise wasted energy from the back surface of the ra-
diator to the walls in the charging mode of the energy storage system. When the heating system is turned off, the
CLHS unit discharges the stored heat towards the room to provide a uniform temperature on the surface of the
radiator. An aluminium foam embedded inside the bulk Phase Change Material (PCM) can modify the heat stor-
age/retrieval rate. A PCM is selected depending on the radiator's surface temperature, which is almost equal to
the hot water temperature delivered to the radiator. Different metal foam porosities are examined and compared
with the PCM-only alternative (i.e. without metal foam enhancement). The results show the porous-PCM CLHS
alternative provides an almost constant temperature during the discharging process equal to 54 °C. However, for
the PCM-only alternative, the temperature of the surface reduces continuously. Using the porous medium results
in a shorter melting time, about 95% of what is needed for the PCM-only alternative. Increasing the metal foam
porosity results in shorter charging/discharging time; however, since the surface temperature of the porous-PCM
unit is almost constant for different metal foam porosities, a system with higher porosity (97%) is desirable.

© 2020

Nomenclature

Mushy zone
C Inertial coefficient

PCM Specific heat (J/kgK)
Total energy at the end of the charging/discharging
process (J)
Total energy at the initial of the charging/discharging
process (J)
Gravity (m/s2)
Height of the unit (m)
Fluid Thermal conductivity (PCM) (W/mK)
Porous medium Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Permeability (m2)
Fusion Latent heat of PCM (J/kg)

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: pouyan.talebizadehsardari@nottingham.ac.uk (P.T. Sardari)

PCM mass (kg)
Pressure (Pa)
Prandtl number
Capacity of heat storage/retrieval (J)
Rate of heat storage/retrieval (W)
Rayleigh number
Charging/Discharging time (s)
Temperature (K)
Temperature at the end of the charging/discharging
process(K)
Initial temperature (K)
Reference temperature (K)
Velocity vector (m/s)

Greek symbols

Thermal expansion coefficient (1/K)
Porosity
Liquid fraction
Dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)
PCM Density (kg/m3)
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Latent heat (J/kg)
Pressure drop (Pa)

1. Introduction

New technologies recovering heat from domestic space and wa-
ter heating could make a significant impact on energy consumptiosn
and CO2 reduction while improving the quality of life (Yu et al.,
2019). Among all energy consumed by end-users, domestic space heat-
ing accounts for 45–47% and water heating accounts for another 40%
(Marique et al., 2014). In the UK, in 2015, buildings were responsi-
ble for 29% of the total final energy consumption according to the de-
partment for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy which increased
by 3.1% in 2016 (BIES, July 2017). In 2016, the residential sector was
accounted for 18% of all CO2 emissions which is 4.5% higher than that
in 2015 (BEIS, March 2017). Any attempt to reduce the consumption,
without impact in the quality of life, or even curb it will be beneficial to
the nation and also the environment (Irshad et al., 2019). Recovering
and storing heat can contribute substantially toward this goal (Yong et
al., 2016).

Among different energy storage technologies, Thermal Energy Stor-
age (TES) provides an effective peak-shaving technology used in thermal
energy demand, efficient use of energy, recovery from low-grade heat
waste, as well as uniformity of the distributed energy and backup en-
ergy systems (Kabeel, A. E. et al., 2019a,b; Shaibani et al., 2019).
In Europe, around 1.4 million GWh/year and 400 million tons of CO2
emissions are estimated to be saved by TES (Sarbu and Sebarchievici,
2016). Considering different TES types, Latent heat storage (LHS) sys-
tems have great potential to provide a cost-effective solution for this
problem by introducing Phase change materials (PCMs) to store and re-
lease thermal energy. PCMs are also capable to compete with other sen-
sible heat storage materials such as MgO in terms of cost per kWh, and
are far more compact and also cheaper than electrochemical thermal
storages (Kabeel et al., 2019a,b). They have an energy density typi-
cally 5 to 14 times higher than any rival thermal energy storage systems
and have the added advantage of having almost constant temperature
during the phase change process (Khan et al., 2016). Thus, this is a
significant importance to world energy demands, economy, and quality
of life.

The main challenges for efficient use of PCM-based technology are
the long melting/solidification time as well as inefficient releasing/gain-
ing heat due to low thermal conductivity and low thermal diffusivity
within the bulk PCM (Sheikholeslami, 2018a) led to limited use of
LHS systems (Pereira da Cunha and Eames, 2016). However, among
different enhancement methods for the heat storage/retrieval rate in-
cluding geometry modification (Dadollahi and Mehrpooya, 2017;
El-Said et al., 2018; Shahsavar et al., 2019c), use of fins (El-Said
and Abou Al-Sood, 2019; El-Said and Alsood, 2018; Shahsavar
et al., 2019b), use of nanoparticles (Sheikholeslami, 2018b), use of
encapsulation (Jamekhorshid et al., 2014) and use of porous struc-
tures (Zhao, 2012), employing high conductivity metal foam provides
a promising technology to solve this problem.

In the composite porous/PCM combination, the thermal energy is
transferred by conduction through the porous foam rather than PCM
which increases the rate of thermal diffusion (Shahsavar et al.,
2019a). It was shown that the effect of conduction heat transfer by the
porous foam is to significantly modify the charging/discharging process
(Zhang et al., 2017). Py et al. (2001) presented that the effec-
tive thermal conductivity of a paraffin-based heat storage system with
graphite foam increases to the range from 4 to 70 W/mK instead of al-
most 0.2 W/mK for paraffin. Mesalhy et al. (2005) recommended a
PCM storage unit with high porosity and high thermal conductivity of
the foam due to the reduction of the convection effect due to the use

of the porous medium. Liu et al. (2013) studied numerically the melt-
ing process of a composite metal foam/PCM shell and tube energy stor-
age system. They showed the low effect of pore size on the melting
process and the negligible effect of natural convection because of high
flow resistance in the porous medium (Mohammed et al., 2019).
Mahdi et al. (2018) studied a double tube LHS system using multi-
ple-segment metal foam with various porosities. They presented that the
use of different foam porosities in different segments enhances the rate
of heat storage and recovery compared with the single porosity case.
Shahsavar et al. (2019a) employed the geometry modification simul-
taneous with the porous medium to enhance the heat transfer rate in a
cylindrical LHS unit showing more than 90% reduction in melting/solid-
ification time. Sheikholeslami and Mahian (2019) studied the effect
of magnetic field on the solidification process of a nano-PCM embedded
in a porous annulus. They showed that the addition of nanoparticles re-
duce the solidification time by 14% while applying the magnetic field
enhances the solidification process by 23.5%. Li et al. (2020) investi-
gated on the simultaneous effects of nanoparticles and porous medium
addition showing the negligible effect of nanoparticles in the presence
of metal foams.

There are a few studies reported on the application of latent heat
storage heat exchangers (LHSHE) for room heating and ventilation in
the literature (Campos-Celador et al., 2014). Wang et al. (2006)
performed an experimental study on a type of high-temperature LHS air
heater in a room with the aim of providing electricity for peak hours
from off-peak hours. They used electrical elements to charge the PCM
with high latent heat and high melting point. The results show that by
charging the system for 8 h, the system can provide suitable thermal en-
ergy for room heating in the remaining 16 h. Dechesne et al. (2014)
studied a PCM air heat exchanger in a ventilation system. In their study,
the thermal energy gained from the Photovoltaic modules is stored dur-
ing the day and released to the room during the night. For the cooling
purpose, coolness is stored during the night and released to the room
during the day. They developed a semi-empirical equation for the outlet
temperature of the air. The system can provide more than 50 W of cool-
ing and heating powered by the PCM heat exchanger over 5 h. Oster-
man et al. (2015) prepared a PCM storage unit suitable for both cool-
ing and heating purposes. During summer, the system stores cold from
the outdoor air at night to reduce the required cooling load during the
daytime. During winter, the system stores heat from the air heated by
solar collectors. They showed, 142 kWh energy consumption of an of-
fice can be saved annually. Wang et al. (2015) studied a PCM to air
energy exchanger with a zigzag plate geometry using different unequal
mass PCMs with various melting points. They validated their model with
the experimental data using NaCl–MgCl2 salt. They showed the advan-
tage of using a combination of PCMs instead of PCM-only. They showed
that there is a time period within which the outlet temperature is almost
equal to the initial temperature depending on the melting points of the
employed PCM. Sardari et al. (2020) studied the application of com-
bined metal foam and PCM for domestic space heating by introducing
a novel energy storage heater. They proved the capability of composite
metal foam-PCM on providing uniform output temperature from a do-
mestic dwelling heater. They used RT82 with the melting point of 82 °C
for the PCM suitable for space heating. In another study (Sardari et al.,
2019a), they examined different aspect ratios of the heat exchanger to
provide a uniform output temperature during 16-h discharge.

The aim of this paper is to employ composite metal foam-PCM in
a compact latent heat storage (CLHS) unit adapted for commercially
available radiators. The unit gains thermal energy from the radiator
which can be used during the peak-load hours for domestic space heat-
ing. For this purpose, the system is designed to be fitted in the space
at the back of the radiator to absorb and release thermal energy from
and to the radiator, respectively. Aluminium foam is employed to in
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crease the rate of heat transfer inside the PCM to provide an accept-
able rate of charging and discharging. The objective of this study is to
find out if the system can provide a uniform temperature on the radi-
ator's surface during the discharging process. Furthermore, the system
is analysed in the charging process to determine the charging time and
find out if the system can be thermally charged from the radiator in a
suitable time. The idea of the proposed CLHS unit is introduced for the
first time in this paper which presents a compact unit added to the exist-
ing heating systems inside buildings which can contribute significantly
to energy-saving and peak shaving opportunities in buildings with the
consequent reduction of associated energy production emissions.

2. System description

The objective is to develop a compact composite storage unit that
can be added to the back-side of current radiators. The unit's dimensions
were obtained based on the size of a commercially available radiator
and the possible space at the back of the radiator. The unit is a rectan-
gular thin enclosure, which is thin enough to be placed at the back of
a radiator to store the excess thermal energy, and then release it dur-
ing peak hours in order to turn off the boiler and save energy aiming to
maintain a constant temperature on the radiator surface. The schematic
of the entire system is displayed in Fig. 1. It is worth mentioning that
for the fabrication of the composite metal foam-PCM unit, in a vacu-
umed environment, the PCM is melted and penetrated inside the pores
of the foam and then solidified to make the composite block. A detailed
description of the method was presented in the literature (Shang et al.,
2018; Xiao et al., 2013)

The dimensions of the CLHS unit are 100 cm × 50 cm × 2 cm. The
unit includes an Aluminium foam with the pore density of 30 PPI using
RT54HC as the PCM. The porous-PCM alternative with different porosi-
ties is compared with the PCM-only alternative. Note that all the sur-
faces of the LHS, except the front wall, are considered as adiabatic. Con-
stant temperature and convection heat transfer are considered as the
front wall boundary conditions in the charging and discharging mecha-
nisms, respectively. The detailed description of the boundary conditions
is presented in Section 4. In addition to the novel proposed application,
this study assesses the effect of utilization of a porous medium in a low
thickness heat storage system. Note that in the case of porous-PCM, the
height of the unit is increased based on the volume of the foam in order
to have similar PCM masses in different cases equal to the PCM-only al-
ternative to have a meaningful comparison.

RT54HC has a suitable melting point for domestic usage, especially
for the radiator system. The temperatures of radiators are generally
in the range of 50–70 °C which is assumed to be 60 °C in this study.
RT54HC is also suitable for domestic application considering a high la-
tent heat of fusion which allows the system to store more thermal energy
per unit mass. The properties of RT54HC are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1. The schematic of the CLHS unit at the back-side of the radiator.

Table 1
Physical properties of RT54HC (Rubitherm GmbH).

Property RT 54HC

Solidus/Liquidus temperature 53/54 (°C)
Latent heat of fusion 200 (kJ/kg)
Specific heat 2.0 (kJ/kg.K)
Solid/Liquid Density 850/800 (kg/m 3)
Thermal conductivity 0.2 (W/m.K)
Viscosity 0.00365 (Pa.s)
Thermal expansion coefficient 0.000308 (1/K)

3. Mathematical description

For the PCM-only system, in the PCM solid state, thermal energy is
transferred by conduction and then, after generating the liquid phase,
transferred by both conduction and natural convection. In the
porous-PCM alternative, heat transfer is enlarged by the metal foam in-
side the PCM rather than low conductivity PCM and the effect of natural
convection is negligible (Py et al., 2001). The detailed mathematical
modelling and the governing assumptions can be found in (Sardari et
al., 2019c). A thermal equilibrium model is used to model the porous
structure inside the PCM with the aid of an enthalpy-porosity method for
the phase change effect. In the thermal equilibrium model, an equal tem-
perature is considered for both the PCM and porous structure. A brief de-
scription of the governing equations, considering incompressible New-
tonian fluid for the PCM in laminar flow regime, is discussed as follows
(Sardari et al., 2019c):

(1)

(2)

(3)

where is defined as the volume average between the thermal conduc-
tivities of the porous medium and PCM as (Liu et al., 2013):

(4)

In the momentum equation, the Boussinesq approximation is em-
ployed to consider the effect of natural convection (Sardari et al.,
2019b). Note that the PCM volume expansion is neglected. The source
term ( ) is given as (Mahdi and Nsofor, 2017):

(5)

where is 105 (Assis et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2011). The porous
medium is assumed to be open-cell, homogeneous and isotropic. For the
PCM-only, the porosity is considered one in the governing equations.
Additionally, is defined as (Sardari et al., 2019b):

(6)

where is the latent heat vary between zero for the solid state and
for the liquid state.
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The body force ( ) is defined as (Sardari et al., 2019c):

(7)

The formulation related to the calculation of and can be found
in Ref. (Shahsavar et al., 2019a). in the energy equation is defined
as (Wang et al., 2015):

(8)

The rate of heat storage and retrieval can be calculated as the ratio
of the storage/retrieval capacity to the melting/solidification time given
as (Xu et al., 2017):

(9)

It should be noted that in the thermal equilibrium model, the temper-
atures of the PCM and porous medium are assumed to be similar. This
assumption is justified for phase change since most of the phase change
process happens when the temperature is almost constant (Mahdi et
al., 2020).

4. Charging/discharging mechanism

In the charging process, the LHS unit is fixed at the back surface of
the radiator to gain heat from the radiator's surface with a constant wall
temperature. The constant temperature of 60 °C is used for the radiator's
wall and all the other walls are assumed to be insulated.

For the discharging process, the convection boundary condition is
imposed for the front wall of the unit with an ambient temperature
equals to 21 °C. It is also assumed that no water exists in the radia-
tor's surface and the heat is transferred from the composite PCM to the
ambient by radiator's wall made from aluminium. The convection co-
efficient between the front wall and ambient is calculated at the film
temperature considering the wall temperature at the PCM melting point
(54 °C). In the laminar range, for a vertical wall, the convection co-
efficient is calculated based on the experimental data given as (Be

jan, 2013):

(10)

It is noteworthy that for thermal comfort purposes, according to
ASHRAE standard, the ambient air temperature inside the room should
be in the range of 19.5 °C and 27.8 °C which is assumed to be 21 °C in
this study (Bejan, 2013). The aim is to maintain the room tempera-
ture in the range of thermal comfort temperature without turning on the
boiler. Therefore, in the charging process, the aim is to find the time that
the CLHS unit is fully charged and the temperature rises to the radia-
tor's surface temperature when the boiler is working. In the discharging
mode, the aim is to find if the unit can provide a uniform temperature
on the radiator's surface, and then find the time that the unit can pro-
vide a constant temperature on the radiator's surface.

5. Numerical modelling and validation

ANSYS-FLUENT is utilized to discretise the equations using the SIM-
PLE algorithm with double-precision accuracy. PRESTO and QUICK
schemes are employed for the pressure correction equation as well as
momentum and energy equations, respectively, considering 10−6 for the
convergence criteria for all the equations. Fig. 2 displays the entire
computational mesh, showing meshes on the front and sides. It includes
100000 (100 × 100 × 10) cells with the dense mesh near the walls es-
pecially in the y-direction to capture the effect of gravity. Note that due
to symmetry condition, only half of the domain is modelled.

Different cell sizes are also studied for the grid independency analy-
sis and the results are is presented in Table 2 for the PCM-only alter-
native. The results show a negligible difference between the results of
144000 and 100000 elements for the number of cells. Therefore, 100000
elements are selected for the grid size.

Two time-steps of 0.5 and 0.25 s for the grid size of 100000 cells are
studied for the porous-PCM case. No significant variation was seen in the
mechanism of charging/discharging. For the PCM-only system, 0.25s is
selected for the time step size.

For the porous-PCM simulation, the results of Liu et al. (2013) are
employed to verify the applied model employing a 95% porosity copper
foam/PCM using RT-58 in a rectangular enclosure. Fig. 3 illustrates the
temperature variation at the height of 8 mm showing an excellent agree-
ment.

Fig. 2. The schematic of the computation domain with 100000 elements.
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Table 2
Effect of elements number on the melting/solidification time.

Number of elements Melting time (h) Solidification time (h)

64000 19283 74239
100000 20625 76010
144000 20842 76284

Fig. 3. Code verification compared with the study of Liu et al. (2013).

To study the code verification for the PCM-only alternative, the ex-
perimental and numerical results of Mat et al. (Al-Abidi et al., 2013)
are employed. Fig. 4 illustrates the average temperature and the liquid
fraction in a triple tube fined LHS unit showing an excellent agreement.

6. Results and discussion

This section is devoted to discuss the two operating modes of the unit
(the charging and discharging modes) which are presented as follows:

6.1. Charging mode

In the charging mode, the front wall of the CLHS unit gains heat
from the constant wall temperature of the radiator. During the charg-
ing mode, the charging time is a key parameter and a shorter charging
time is desirable. When the heat storage is completed, the boiler can be
turned off and the radiator can retrieve the heat from the unit. In this
study, three different porosities (95%, 97% and 99%) are examined for
the metal foam and compared with the PCM-only alternative.

Fig. 4. Code verification for the (a) average temperature and (b) liquid fraction for the
PCM-only unit compared with the study of Mat et al. (2013).

Fig. 5 displays the PCM's average temperature in terms of time for
the porous-PCM alternatives compared with the PCM-only alternative.
The temperature rises rapidly in the porous-PCM alternative due to the
high conductivity of the aluminium foam. In the presence of metal foam,
the heat is transferred by conduction through the porous foam rather
than PCM on its own, which enhances the effective thermal conductiv-
ity and the rate of thermal diffusion (Sardari et al., 2019b). In the
PCM-only alternative, in the beginning, the heat is transferred by con-
duction through the low conductivity PCM. Note that the conductiv-
ity of Aluminium and PCM are about 200 and 0.2 W/m.K and the vol-
ume average conductivity of the porous-PCM is 20.18 W/m.K. In the
PCM-only alternative, after melting a part of the PCM, natural convec

Fig. 5. The variation of PCM average temperature for a) porous-PCM and b) PCM-only alternatives.
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tion is generated in the liquid PCM helping to diffuse heat in the domain
(Shahsavar et al., 2020). However, as shown, the effect of natural
convection in the PCM-only alternative is negligible compared with the
porous-PCM alternative. Note that in the porous-PCM alternative, the ef-
fect of natural convection is negligible since the porous structure causes
the movement of liquid PCM to slow down and thus suppresses the ef-
fect of natural convection (Li et al., 2020). For example, if the porosity
is 95%, after almost 600s, the PCM temperature rises to the tempera-
ture of the front wall (60 °C) while the same process takes 4h for the
PCM-only alternative.

To understand the effect of metal foam, temperatures at different lo-
cations in the x-direction (perpendicular to the front wall) is shown in
Fig. 6. Note that x = 0 cm means the temperature of the front wall,
which is constant at 60 °C. In the porous-PCM alternative, due to the
presence of the aluminium foam, thermal energy transfers very fast. As
shown, after 600s, all points have the same temperature similar to the
front wall. The temperature rises sharply from the initial temperature
(21 °C) and then remains almost constant during the phase change from
the solidus temperature (53 °C) to the liquidus temperature (54 °C), and
then again rises sharply. In contrast, in the PCM-only alternative, due to
the low thermal conductivity of the PCM and low rate of thermal diffu-
sion, the temperatures of all points reach 60 °C after almost 3.5 h. Fur-
thermore, after almost 1 h, the temperatures of different points rise to
the solidus temperature, results in starting the phase change process.

Fig. 7-a displays the liquid fraction contour plots at the mid-plane
section for the porous-PCM alternative with the porosity of 95% dur

Fig. 6. The variation of PCM temperature at different points in the x-direction for a)
porous-PCM (ε = 95%) and b) PCM-only alternatives.

ing the charging mode at 100 s time intervals and Fig. 7-b illustrates the
same plots for the PCM-only alternative at 1 h time intervals. Note that
for the displayed figures, due to the small thickness of the unit (2 cm),
ratios between the width and height is exaggerated to better show the
contours of liquid fraction. The dimensions of the unit, as well as the hot
surface, are shown in the first picture of Fig. 7-a.

Due to the presence of metal foam, as displayed in Fig. 7-a, the heat
is transferred by conduction throughout the system. The interface line
between the solid and liquid phases moves from the hot surface (front
wall) to the back of the heat storage unit. Note that the interface line is
almost smooth due to conduction heat transfer. However, as shown for
the PCM-only alternative (Fig. 7-b), natural convection is taking place
in the liquid zone helping to transfer heat better in the domain results in
a non-uniform temperature profile. The liquid PCM moves upward near
the hot surface and then generates an anticlockwise flow circulation by
moving downward near the cold solid region. Furthermore, the PCM
melts after almost 6 h for the PCM-only alternative while after 10 min,
the PCM melts entirely for the porous-PCM alternative.

Fig. 8 plots the liquid fraction variation for different porous-PCM
alternatives compared with the PCM-only alternative. The porous-PCM
alternatives can store heat much faster compared with the PCM-only al-
ternative due to the effects of high conductivity aluminium foam. Fur-
thermore, due to the small thickness of the compact unit and big surface
area of the heat source in this application, the heat is transferred rapidly
results in short charging time.

Table 3 summarizes the charging time, the total energy storage
capacity and the rate of heat storage of the porous-PCM alternatives
compared with the PCM-only alternative. The percentage of time-sav-
ing compared with the PCM-only unit is also presented. According to
the Eq. (9), the storage capacity is 2293.5 kJ considering the endpoint
temperature of 60 °C equal to the radiator's surface temperature and the
initial temperature equals to the comfort temperature of the room. The
amounts of heat storage presented in Table 3 for different cases are cal-
culated based on the results of total energy difference in the domain ob-
tained from FLUENT software. The small difference is due to the temper-
ature of the PCM at the end of the simulation, which is slightly different
for various cases. Reducing the porosity results in a higher amount of
aluminium in the domain which increases the rate of heat transfer and
therefore higher heat storage rate is achieved. The rate of heat storage
for the porosity of 90% is more than twice of that for the porosity of
95%.

Based on the results achieved from this section, it can be concluded
that with the help of high conductivity porous medium, almost 2266 kJ
thermal energy can be stored in less than 9 min. In other words, the
CLHS unit uses the thermal energy of the radiator for just 9 min from
the back surface of the radiator which is then used during the discharg-
ing process.

6.2. Discharging mode

During the discharging mode, the heat is released from the unit to
the environment through the front wall. Instead of the constant temper-
ature condition for the front wall during the charging mode, the convec-
tion boundary condition is imposed on the front wall in the discharging
mode when the room temperature is 21 °C. As mentioned, it is assumed
that no water exists in the radiator's surface and therefore the boundary
is assumed to be aluminium. The effect of water is studied at the end of
this section.

Fig. 9 illustrates the variation of PCM average temperature in terms
of time for different cases in the discharging mode. The first sharp
drop in the temperature profile is related to the temperature reduction
from the initial temperature (60 °C) to the liquidus temperature (54 °C)
when the phase change process is started. For the porous-PCM alterna
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Fig. 7. The liquid fraction contour plots for a) porous-PCM and b) PCM-only alternatives.

Fig. 8. The variation of the liquid fraction for the porous-PCM cases with different poros-
ity compared with PCM-only alternative.

tives, during the phase change process, the average temperature is al-
most constant changing from 54 °C to 53 °C. In addition to the influ-
ence of aluminium foam, a small difference between the solidus and liq-
uidus temperature of the PCM material helps to have an almost con

Table 3
The charging time, energy storage capacity and rate of heat storage for different cases.

Charging
time (s)

Time-saving compared
with PCM-only alternative
(%)

Heat
storage
capacity
(kJ)

Heat
storage
rate (W)

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.9)

245 98.8 2262.6 9235.0

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.95)

510 97.5 2266.1 4443.3

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.97)

875 95.8 2276.7 2601.9

PCM-only 20625 – 2292.8 111.2

stant temperature during the phase change process. After that, the tem-
perature drops sharply for the second time. For the PCM-only alterna-
tive, the average temperature drops slowly due to the low thermal con
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Fig. 9. The variation of PCM average temperature in terms of time for different cases in
the discharging process.

ductivity of PCM. After 9 h, the rate of temperature reduction acceler-
ates.

Fig. 10-a, 10-b, and 10-c show the variation of temperatures at dif-
ferent points in x, y and z directions, respectively, for the porous-PCM
alternative with the porosity of 95% compared with the PCM-only.
The temperatures do not vary significantly at different points for the
porous-PCM alternative due to the existence of aluminium foam. The
high conductivity porous medium makes a uniform temperature distrib-
ution in the domain. For the PCM-only alternative, except the points in
the z-direction, the temperatures change in the x and y-directions. For
the points closer to the front wall in the x-direction, a lower tempera-
ture is achieved through the time since more heat is released from the
PCM. Note that x-direction is perpendicular to the front wall and y-di-
rection is along the gravity direction. In the y-direction, due to buoy-
ancy force and circulation of the liquid PCM, the PCM solidifies from
the bottom and therefore the temperatures of the points rise from the
bottom to the top layers of the unit. In both cases, when the liquid
fraction reaches to zero at a point, the temperature drops sharply since

Fig. 10. The variation of temperature at different points in a) x-direction, b) y-direction and c) z-direction for both porous-PCM and PCM-only systems.
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that the point is now placed in the sensible heat part of the discharging
mode.

Fig. 11 illustrates the liquid fraction contours at 1-h time intervals
for the porous-PCM alternative with the porosity of 95% compared with
the PCM-only alternative. Due to the presence of metal foam, a more
uniform liquid fraction distribution can be seen for the porous-PCM al-
ternative compared with the PCM-only alternative. The heat releases
from the front wall to the room which is the right wall in the pictures
below. Therefore, PCM starts to solidify from the right region to the left.
Due to the existence of aluminium foam in the porous-PCM alternative,
the solidification process takes place in all the domain more uniformly
compared with the PCM-only alternative with a lower liquid fraction
in the right region due to the employed boundary condition. For the
PCM-only alternative, natural convection causes liquid PCM circulation
in the domain, which helps the heat transfer mechanism.

Fig. 12 plots the liquid fraction variation for the proposed cases. In
contrast to the charging mode when the liquid fraction increases very
fast for the porous-PCM alternatives, the liquid fraction reduces slowly
in the discharging mode. This is because heat is recovered by convec-
tion heat transfer mechanism from the CLHS unit, which is small com-
pared to the case in the charging mode where the relatively high wall
temperature is constantly causing a large amount of heat transfer to
the domain. Furthermore, the liquid fraction of the porous-PCM alterna-
tive is higher than that for the PCM-only alternative for the first 10 h

and the total discharging time of the porous-PCM alternative is less than
that for the PCM-only alternative. Moreover, by reducing the porosity of
the metal foam, the discharging time reduces due to a higher amount of
metal foam in the domain.

Fig. 13 plots the heat flux variation emitted from the front wall in
the symmetry condition in terms of time for different alternatives. The
heat flux is almost constant during the phase change process for the
porous-PCM alternative, which is higher than that for the PCM-only al-
ternative. Furthermore, by increasing the amount of Aluminium in the
matrix, higher heat flux exits from the unit. Note that the difference
between the emitted heat flux from the porous-PCM alternative and
PCM-only unit increases through the time.

Fig. 14 illustrates the average temperature variation of the front
wall in terms of time for different cases. As shown, for the PCM-only
alternative, the wall temperature always reduces. However, for the
porous-PCM alternatives, the unit surface temperature is kept constant
until the end of the solidification process. Therefore, the system is ca-
pable to provide a constant temperature on the surfaces of the unit and
radiator. As mentioned, the masses of PCM for different cases are kept
constant. As shown in Fig. 13, for the lower porosity, a higher amount
of heat flux is emitted from the front surface and therefore as shown in
Fig. 12, the discharging time of the system with lower porosity is less.
However, as shown in Fig. 14, all porous-PCM units can provide a con

Fig. 11. The contour plots of the liquid fraction at 1-h time interval for a) porous-PCM and b) PCM-only alternative.
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Fig. 12. Liquid fraction variation for the proposed cases.

Fig. 13. The variation of emitted heat flux from the front wall for different studied cases
in the symmetry condition.

Fig. 14. The average temperature of the front wall in terms of time for different studied
cases.

stant temperature for the front wall during the discharging time. There-
fore, a system with a higher porosity is preferable.

Table 4 summarizes the discharging time, the total heat retrieval
capacity and rate of heat retrieval from the porous-PCM alternatives
compared with the PCM-only alternative. The percentage of time-sav-
ing compared with the PCM-only unit is also presented. Note that the
amount of heat recovery capacity is calculated until the liquid frac-
tion reaches zero. For the PCM-only alternative, since the heat trans-
fer process happens slowly from the right side of the storage unit to
the left side due to low thermal conductivity of the PCM, the PCM
uses the latent and sensible heat simultaneously, and therefore a lower

Table 4
The discharging time, heat retrieval capacity and rate of heat retrieval for different cases.

discharging
time (h)

Time-saving compared
with PCM-only case
(%)

Heat
retrieval
capacity
(kJ)

Heat
retrieval
rate (W)

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.9)

10.97 48.01 −2143.4 −44.8

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.95)

12.32 41.67 −2145.8 −39.9

Porous-
PCM
(ε = 0.97)

14.79 29.96 −2157.0 −33.4

PCM-only 21.11 0 −2671.8 −29.0

mean PCM temperature is achieved at the end of the solidification
process results in a higher amount of heat retrieval capacity. However,
in the porous-PCM alternative, due to the presence of aluminium foam,
the PCM solidifies entirely and therefore after the heat recovery process,
the temperature is almost equal to the solidus temperature entirely. The
rate of heat retrieval enhances by using a metal foam with lower poros-
ity with a negligible difference in the capacity input.

In the discharging mode, it can be concluded that the stored energy
in the charging mode is released to the air in almost 12 h which can
provide a uniform temperature on the surface of the radiator similar to
the existence of hot water for the porous-PCM alternatives. From Fig.
14, the presence of porous medium in the energy storage unit provides a
uniform temperature on the front wall, whereas, without the foam, tem-
perature constantly decreases.

In reality, different types of radiators are employed for space heat-
ing. For a typical radiator, water tubes are placed at the external surface
and cover almost 50% of the surface and the other 50% consisting of
bonded metallic plate separating the vertical water channels. Therefore,
for the proposed energy storage unit, for almost 50% of the unit, a layer
of water exists between the composite PCM and air. The presence of the
water layer, on one hand, reduces the surface temperature of the front
wall when a convection boundary condition is considered (for 50% of
the unit). On the other hand, it reduces the released heat from the PCM
to the air causing a higher solidification time. Therefore, to better under-
stand the effect of the intermittent water layer on the performance of the
unit, a 2-D simulation is performed considering the porous-PCM alter-
native (with 95% porosity) with the same dimensions (2 cm × 50 cm)
with a unit depth and a water layer with 1 cm thickness and the same
height. The boundary conditions are considered similar to the 3-D simu-
lation mentioned in section 2. Fig. 15 illustrates the variation of mean
temperatures of the PCM, water, mid-wall between the PCM and water
as well as the front wall. The solidification time increases to 36.26 h due
to the presence of the water layer. The maximum difference between
the temperature of the water-separated front wall (facing room air) and
mid-wall (facing PCM and foam) is less than 2 °C. Due to the presence of
high conductivity porous medium and also small thickness of the PCM
container, the average temperature of the PCM and mid-wall is almost
the same.

The energy stored in the unit comes from the radiator which affects
the performance of the radiator and also the room. The thermal en-
ergy is captured and insulated which otherwise losses to the walls in
order to have a slow release to the radiator at a later time. As men-
tioned before, the main idea of the proposed product is peak-shaving.
The energy storage unit can gain energy from the back surface of a ra-
diator during the night (or off-peak hours) and then instead of using the
boiler or electrical elements in peak-hours, the product provides a uni-
form temperature on the surface of the radiator. Furthermore, due to
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Fig. 15. The effect of considering a water tube between the CLHS unit and the air on the
mean temperatures of PCM, water, mid-wall and front wall.

the large surface of the radiator and the presence of metal foam which
increases the rate of heat transfer significantly, the unit is charged
quickly in less than 15 min; however, the unit discharges the stored ther-
mal energy and provides a uniform surface temperature for more than
10 h. Therefore, instead of using the boiler, the product can provide an
almost similar temperature on the surface of the radiator and therefore
in this way, the proposed design can potentially result in energy saving.

7. Conclusion

The idea of using a CLHS system in the back of the radiator was in-
troduced to demonstrate that the combination can provide a uniform
temperature on the radiator's surface when the boiler is turned off. A
high conductivity porous medium enhances the heat transfer inside the
PCM. The existence of a porous medium, as well as the ‘almost con-
stant’ melting temperature of the PCM, helps to provide uniform tem-
perature in the discharging mode. Different porosities of the metal foam
were examined compared to the PCM-only alternative in order to com-
pare the material usage and size of the heat storage. The CLHS unit pro-
vides a constant temperature on the unit surface for almost 11 h. The
charging time for the porous-PCM alternatives is less than 15 min due to
the big surface area of the heat source and the presence of metal foam.
For the PCM-only alternative, the charging and discharging times are al-
most 5.7 h and 21 h, respectively. During the discharging process, the
surface temperature reduces continuously for the PCM-only alternative.
The results of this study lay the foundation for a novel design of a com-
pact unit for energy consumption reduction for space heating used in
buildings. The product idea developed in this study helps energy-saving
and peak-shaving in buildings with consequent improvement for envi-
ronmental sustainability. Experimental investigations to practically sup-
port the results of this study are now required as a step toward commer-
cializing the product.
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